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Section a. State-of-the-art and objectives 

Particle accelerators have enabled forefront research in high-energy physics and other research areas for 
more than half a century. Accelerators have directly contributed to 26 Nobel Prizes in Physics since 1939 as 
well as another 20 Nobel Prizes in Chemistry, Medicine and Physics with X-rays. Although high-energy 
physics has been the main driving force for the development of the particle accelerators, accelerator facilities 
have continually expanding applications in many areas of research and technology. Currently, there are more 
than 30,000 accelerators in operation around the world, with a strong impact in science, industry and 
economy. For instance, active areas of accelerator applications include radiotherapy to treat cancer, 
production of short-lived medical isotopes, synchrotron light sources, free-electron lasers, beam lithography 
for microcircuits, thin-film technology and radiation processing of food. 

Since the 1930s accelerator technology has progressed immensely, while beam energy, luminosity, facility 
size and cost have grown by several orders of magnitude. Most high-energy accelerators are driven by 
radiofrequency (RF) electromagnetic fields. Currently, the largest RF-driven accelerator is the Large Hadron 
Collider (LHC) at CERN [1], which accelerates protons to multi-TeV energies in a 27 km high-vacuum ring. 
One of the main reasons for this enormous size is the maximum achievable accelerating gradient by RF 
technology, which is currently limited to gradients of the order of 100 MV/m. This limit is mainly due to 
surface breakdown in the RF accelerating metallic cavities. 

To go beyond the maximum energy capabilities of the LHC, the next generation of RF-driven colliders under 
consideration would be among the largest and most complex facilities built on Earth, requiring multi-billion 
Euro investments. For instance, the long-term goal of the Future Circular Collider (FCC) study hosted by 
CERN [2] is the design and construction of a 100 TeV hadron collider in a 100 km long tunnel. Furthermore, 
future linear electron/positron colliders based on RF technology, such as the International Linear Collider 
(ILC) [3] or the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) [4], are designed to produce acceleration gradients of 
between 30 MV/m (ILC) and 150 MV/m (CLIC, 30 GHz frequency operation mode). These machines must 
therefore be tens of kilometres long to reach the desired beam energies, 125 GeV (ILC) and 1.5 TeV (CLIC). 

Therefore, R&D into novel accelerator techniques is important to overcome the present acceleration 
limitations towards more compact and cost effective solutions. Several alternative paths towards high 
gradient acceleration are currently being investigated, e.g. techniques using dielectric microstructures, 
plasma or crystals as accelerating media (see Table 1). 

Table 1: Paths towards high gradient acceleration and their peak field limit. 

 
Dielectric laser-driven acceleration (DLA) has been demonstrated for both non-relativistic [5] and 
relativistic electrons [6] and has made enormous progress in recent years. DLA is the method behind the 
famous concept of “accelerator on a chip” [7].  DLA is limited to a maximum gradient of approximately 10 
GV/m.  

Plasma wakefield acceleration (PWFA) methods based on gaseous plasma have been shown to give 
gradients of up to approximately 100 GV/m [8-11]. For typical gaseous plasmas used as acceleration media, 
the maximum achievable accelerating gradient is limited by the so-called plasma wave-breaking limit, which 
depends on the plasma density. To surpass present PWFA limits, solid based acceleration media, such as 
crystals or nanostructures could offer a solution. The density of charge carriers (conduction electrons) in 
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Using nanostructures 

 
–  Wakefield acceleration in porous nanomaterials 
 
–  Advantages of CNT w.r.t. natural crystals: 

•  Higher acceptance: CNT channel size ~(1-100) nm; 
channel size for Si crystal ~ Å 

•  Lower dechannelling rate 
•  Lower stopping power 
•  Significantly higher thermal and mechanical 

robustness 
•  Great degree of dimensional flexibility 
 

–  Wakefield drivers: 
•  Beam  
•  High power laser 

Porous alumina 

CNT array 
Michael De Volder et al., 
Uni. of Cambridge 
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State-of-the-art. Simulations   
§   LWA in a single CNT channel  
 

X. Zhang et al., PRST-AB 19 (2016) 101004 
 

§   Beam-driven WA in a single CNT  
channel  

CNT-based waveguide for acceleration
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A. Sahai, T. Tajima 
et al, 2020

Y. Shin et al, 2013

Existing simulation works with beam-driven 
CNTs…

1. Assume radially-free electrons (must be pre-
ionised by laser or field ionised by ultra-strong 
bunch fields)

2. Are 2D planar simulations

3. Consider only single CNTs, not arrays

4. But predict 100-GeV/m to TeV/m fields

Resta-Lopez, Li, 2018

A. Sahai et al., IJMP 34 (2019) 1943009 

§   Beam-driven WA in CNT arrays 

principle, under a coupling condition between a driver and plasma, the wakes, if excited, can accelerate channeling 
particles with extremely high acceleration gradients of Gmax = mecωp/e ≈ 96 × n0

1/2 [V/m], where ωp = (4πnpe2/me)1/2 
is the electron plasma frequency and np is the ambient plasma density [cm-3], me and e are the electron mass and 
charge, respectively, and c is the speed of light in vacuum [1]. A practically obtainable plasma density (np) in 
ionized gas is limited to below ~ 1018 cm-3, which in principle corresponds to wakefields up to ~ 100 GV/m. 
Realistically, it is difficult to create a stable gas plasma with a charge density beyond this limit. Upon high 
frequency irradiation, metallic crystals can be considered as a naturally existing dense plasma medium completely 
full with a large number of conduction electrons available for the wakefield interactions. The density of charge 
carriers (conduction electrons) in solids, n0 = ~ 1020 – 1023 cm-3, is significantly higher than what was considered 
above in gaseous plasma, and, correspondingly, the wakefield strength of conduction electrons in solids, if excited, 
can possibly reach O(TV/m), in principle [1 – 7].  

Nanostructures have some advantages over crystals for channeling applications of high power beams. The de-
channeling rate can be reduced and the beam acceptance increased by the large size of the channels. For beam-
driven acceleration, a bunch length with a sufficient charge density would need to be in the range of the plasma 
wavelength to properly excite plasma wakefields, and channeled particle acceleration with the wakefields must 
occur before the ions in the lattices move beyond the restoring threshold. In the case of the excitation by short laser 
pulses, wakefields supported by the electrons in the surrounding nanomaterial wall is encompassed by the X-ray 
laser, whereas electrons to be accelerated suffer few collisions from these electrons. However, the nanostructure is 
intact during the ionization time that the laser-photons keep interacting with the wall materials. The dephasing 
length is thus appreciably increased with the larger channel, which enables channeled particles to gain a sufficient 
amount of energy. This paper describes simulation analyses on beam- and laser (X-ray)-driven accelerations in 
effective carbon nanotube (CNT) models obtained from Vsim [8] and EPOCH [9] codes. Experimental setups to 
detect wakefields are also outlined with an accelerator facility in Fermilab and Northern Illinois University (NIU).  

PLASMA WAKEFIELD SIMULATIONS OF EFFECTIVE NANOTUBE MODEL  

 
FIGURE 1. (a) Charge distribution of a nanotube acceleration (np = nb) with a drive and witness beam, (b) maximum 

acceleration gradient versus bunch charge distribution normalized by bunch charge density with various tunnel radii (r). 
 
Figure 1 shows simulation results of crystal wakefield accelerating systems with a hollow plasma channel 

(effective nanotube) over a uniform plasma that is modeled with np ~ 1019cm-3 and ~10λp length. In the beam-driven 
acceleration, the simulation condition includes the drive-witness coupling distance of ~1.6λp, σ (bunch size) ~ 0.1λp, 
and a linear regime bunch charge density of nb ~ np. For this simulation, the plasma channel is designed with a 
tunnel of r = 0.1λp. Just like a uniformly filled one, the drive bunch generates trailing wakes in the hollow channel 
due to the repulsive space charge force. The plasma waves travel along the hollow channel with the density 
modulation at the same velocity as the witness beam. The traveling wakes around the tunnel continuously transform 
acceleration energy from the drive beam to the witness one. The energy gain and acceleration gradient are fairly 
limited by the radius and length of the tunnel with respect to plasma wavelength and bunch charge density. The 
maximum acceleration gradient is increased from ~ 0.82 TeV/m of r = 0.2 λp to ~ 1.02 TeV/m of r = 0.6 λp with nb = 
100np, corresponding to ~ 20% improvement.  

In the laser-driven acceleration (Fig. 2), the high energy of the photons makes a substantial amount of electrons 
(either the electrons in the conduction band or in the shallow (< 1 keV) bound electrons) respond to the X-ray fields 
directly. The high intensity of the X-ray pulse causes the instantaneous ionization of some of the bound electrons per 

060009-2

Y. M. Shin et al., AIP Conf. Proc. 1812 (2017) 060009  

Figure 3: (A) Plasma electron density perturbation and (B)
longitudinal electric field at the propagation distance z =
20 µm for the case nb/ne = 1.

Figure 4 depicts the acceleration gradient as a function of
the driving bunch density normalized by the wall plasma den-
sity of ne = 1025 m�3. Similar to the uniform plasma case,
a larger beam density can drive stronger plasma wakefields.
When the beam density reaches almost 2.5 times the plasma
density, the beam-plasma interaction transfers from the lin-
ear to the nonlinear regime. The wave breaks when the beam
density increases further and plasma electrons get trapped
into the wakefields. The accelerating gradient reaches the
wave-breaking limit at Ez = mec!p/e ' 305 GV/m. Apart
from the bunch density, the tube parameters a�ect the wake
excitation significantly as well. For instance, the increase of
plasma wall thickness (e.g., using multi-walled nanotubes)
and decrease of the tube radius can enhance the wakefields.
This suggests that further optimization of the tube arrays is
necessary.

Figure 4: Acceleration gradient as a function of driving
bunch density.

With the same beam and plasma density, we further exam-
ine the beam dynamics of the driver in the uniform plasma.
Figure 5 shows that more electrons are confined in a smaller
core and obtain smaller transverse momenta after propagat-
ing in the multi-hollow plasma structure, while the uniform
plasma scatters the electrons widely. This suggests that the
CNT array helps to e�ciently cool the transverse phase
space of channelled beams.

EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6. Such an exper-

imental beamline might be feasible in accelerator facilities
such as CLEAR at CERN or CLARA at Daresbury. They
will operate in a similar range of energies, ⇠ 200 MeV. In
both cases we expect to operate with short bunches on the

Figure 5: Transverse phase space of the driver after propa-
gating for 50 µm in the CNT array (A) and uniform plasma
with the same plasma density (B) for nb = ne .

Figure 6: Layout of the proposed experimental beamline for
the CNT based wakefield acceleration test.

order of 0.1 ps, and the beam can be modulated by a bunch
compresor chicane. If necessary, even shorter bunches could
be obtained at the sub-fs level via bunch slicing in the mag-
netic chicane, using a collimator [16].

Taking into account the beam dimensions and charge
range in CLEAR and CLARA, the experiment will likely
operate in the linear regime nb ⌧ ne , and Ez / nb . For in-
stance, if the driving beam parameters are matched to obtain
a challenging value of nb/ne ⇠ 0.001, then Ez ⇡ 40 MV/m
from extrapolation in Fig. 4. Assuming a CNT array length
of 1 mm, then the energy gain is �W ⇡ 40 keV. Therefore, a
spectrometer resolution of . 10 keV will be required.

OUTLOOK
The use of solid nano-structures may open new possibil-

ities to obtain high particle acceleration gradients beyond
those provided by standard RF technologies. Amongst them,
a CNT array could o�er the following advantages with re-
spect to conventional gaseous plasmas: emittance damping
through channeling and higher plasmon density. CNT struc-
tures also have a higher thermal and mechanical robustness
with respect to other solid structures, such as metallic crys-
tals.

To explore the capabilities of wakefield channeling ac-
celeration using CNT arrays, we have used a 2D PIC multi-
hollow plasma model. Here we have considered plasmon
excitations by a driving bunch. Preliminary results show
the possibility of obtaining longitudinal electric acceleration
gradients > 10 GV/m.

New test beam facilities, such as CLEAR and CLARA
might o�er the opportunity to carry out a proof-of-concept
test of CNT based wakefield acceleration. Studies are in
progress to address several challenges.

J. Resta-Lopez et al., IPAC2018 

Prediction of 100-GV/m to TV/m fields 

e-beam 
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State-of-the-art. Simulations   
§   Intense-laser driven nanotube based proton beam accelerator 

M. Murakami, M. Tanaka., Appl. Phys. Lett. 102 (2013) 163101  

Prediction of 100 TV/m  fields 

•  Laser: 10-20 fs; 
I=1018 W cm-2 

 

•  Outer CNT (green) 
with Au atoms 
(yellow) chemically 
adsorbed 

•  Two inner bullet 
nanotubes made of H 
(red) 

•  Ionized electrons 
(white) are ejected  

 
•  A saddle-shaped 

Coulomb field is 
generated to squeeze 
and accelerate the 
bullet ions along the 
z-axis 

 

practical target fabrication, we here give a few descriptions
from an engineering point of view: The use of pure hydrogen
clusters as the bullets is unpractical, because solid hydrogen
atoms exist only at extremely low temperatures at around
!250 "C. However, they can be easily replaced by such a
hydrogen compound as water (H2O) or paraffin (CnH2n) that
can be solid at room temperatures (!0 "C). When such a
compound is decomposed into fully ionized ions when irradi-
ated by an intense laser, protons are to be selectively acceler-
ated at higher quasimonoenergetic speeds.18 Pure carbon
compounds like fullerenes or CNT are also tractable materials
for the bullet. Insertion of nanometer-size structures into
CNTs is another key issue. For example, producing CNTs
containing fullerenes inside22 or multi-walled carbon nano-
tubes (MWCNT)23 has already been well established techni-
cally. Note that the size of the nanotube accelerator in Fig. 3
is the largest one that can be treated in our numerical environ-
ment using real lattice constants for the materials. The total
number of charged particles for our simulations is about
4# 105.

At t¼ 0, sinusoidal laser light is incident on the nanotube
from a radial direction perpendicular to the axis. The linearly
polarized electric field is EL ¼ E0 sinð2pTÞ for T > 0, where
T ¼ t=t0 is the time normalized to the laser period t0 ¼ 2:7 fs
for a titanium-sapphire laser at a wavelength of kL ¼ 0:8 lm.
In Fig. 3, the field amplitude is E0 ¼ 3# 1012 V m!1, corre-
sponding to a laser intensity of IL ¼ 1018 W cm!2. At such an
intensity, the gold atoms are photoionized to a state of about
ZAu ¼ 20,14 while the carbon and hydrogen atoms are fully
ionized to ZC ¼ 6 and ZH ¼ 1, respectively. Note that, in the
present simulation, the averaged number of electrons that are
effectively blown off from the nanotube is observed to be
Zeff ¼ 17! 18 per single gold ion. The maximum ion kinetic
energy is expected to increase with the system size and laser
intensity according to the principles of a Coulomb explosion.18

In Fig. 3, the four snapshots correspond to the duration
of the first two laser cycles (T ' 2) at a constant increment of
DT ¼ 0:5. During the first cycle, many electrons are ejected
by the intense laser field, which are already driven far away
at the snapshot times and cannot be seen in Fig. 3.
Simultaneously, the saddle-shaped Coulomb field of Fig. 2

forms to squeeze and accelerate the bullet ions along the
z-axis. Quantitative performance is plotted in Fig. 4, where
the spectrum of the kinetic energy component along the
z-direction, Ez, is seen to form a sharp quasimonoenergetic
profile at normalized times of between T¼ 4 and 5. With the
parameters that can be managed in our numerical environ-
ment, the energy is limited to Emax ¼ 1:5 MeV. The accelera-
tion distance is roughly the half of the outer nanotube
(15 nm, that corresponds to an electrostatic force of the order
of 1014 V m!1, which is much higher than, for instance, a typ-
ical value expected in laser-plasma wakefield acceleration.24

As long as monolayered nanotubes (in two dimensions) are
used, the achievable ion energy Emax is expected to increase
linearly with the nanotube size L. If the nanotubes have a fi-
nite thickness (i.e., are three-dimensional), then one obtains
another scaling law, Emax / L2. Furthermore, if the hydrogen
atoms are replaced by carbon atoms, the kinetic energy of

FIG. 3. Snapshots of the nanotube accel-
erator dynamics at sequential times,
obtained by the N-body simulations in a
side view (upper row) and top view (lower
row). The outer nanotube is of 30 nm in
length and 15 nm in diameter, with gold
atoms (yellow) chemically adsorbed onto
the carbon atoms (green). Inside the nano-
tube, two cylindrical bullet nanotubes
made of hydrogen (red) are embedded.
Sinusoidal laser light is applied with in-
tensity IL ¼ 1018 W cm!2. During the first
laser cycle, ionized electrons (white) are
ejected by the laser field. Simultaneously,
the saddle-shaped Coulomb field in Fig. 2
forms to squeeze and accelerate the bullet
ions along the z-axis.

FIG. 4. Temporal evolution of the proton energy spectrum in the axial (solid
curves) and radial (dashed curve at T¼ 5) directions. The corresponding two-
dimensional dynamics are shown in Fig. 3. Quasimonoenergetic protons with
an energy of Emax ¼ 1:5 MeV are produced at T¼ 5. If the hydrogen atoms
are replaced by carbon atoms, the maximum ion energy increases to about 10
MeV for the same target structure. The maximum energy can also be
increased by enlarging the target size. The energy ratio !E z=!E r ) 85 at T¼ 5
indicates high collimation in the present scheme, where !E z and !E r are the av-
erage proton kinetic energies in the axial and radial directions, respectively.

163101-3 M. Murakami and M. Tanaka Appl. Phys. Lett. 102, 163101 (2013)

Laser 

p 

p 

30 nm
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State-of-the-art. Exp. proposals   

§  Coherent X-ray radiation from 
photo-excited CNT  

  
 

beam-driven plasma simulator combined with the beamline
simulations. For the simulations, the ASTA 50 MeV beamline from
the chicane (BC1) to the imaging station (X124) was modeled with
CST and Elegant (Fig. 3(a)). The two beam profiles of the bunches
with and without the modulation (modulation wavelength = kmb),
which is generated by the slit-mask in the bunch compressor
(BC1), are monitored at the goniometer position. The beam profiles
are then manually imported to the effective CNT model [32]. A
typical simulation result (Fig. 3(b)) showed that a 1 nC bunch
(uncorrelated energy spread = ! 0.01–0.015%, kmb = 100 lm) is
self-accelerated with a net energy gain (!0.2%) on the tail
(witness) and an energy loss (!0.6%) on the head (drive) along
the 100 lm long channel with the nominal beam parameters.
Our preliminary assessment with the full beamline model predicts
that the ASTA 50 MeV beam can produce !1–2% of maximum net
gain with 3.2 nC bunch charge and 100 lm transverse beam size
(circular beam, Fig. 3(c)), corresponding to 5–10 GV/m gradient.

For the simulations, the bunch charge density is about a thousand
times smaller than (weak beam-plasma coupling condition).
However, detecting the amount of energy gain by the proposed
experiment will support feasibility of TeV/m acceleration in CNT
channels.

Generally, density modulations enhance energy efficiencies or
power gains of coherent light sources or beam-driven accelerators.
A beam, if longitudinally modulated, is more strongly coupled with
accelerating or undulating structures at a resonance condition with
the fundamental or higher order modes. Pre-bunched or modu-
lated beams would improve the longitudinal beam control in
energy-phase space and furthermore strongly enhance wakefield
strengths or transformer ratio of beam-driven channeling accelera-
tions. The modulated beam either maximizes the wakefield
strength (when it is bunched with a plasma wavelength of an
accelerating medium) or significantly increases the transformer
ratio proportionally to the number of micro-bunches (R = M"R0,

Fig. 5. (a) ASTA 50 MeV beamline configuration and (b) schematics for energy and emittance measurements of CNT-channeling experiment (dotted green box in (a)). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

98 Y.M. Shin et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research B 355 (2015) 94–100

ASTA 50 MeV beamline @ Fermilab 

§  Earlier experimental proposals  

Y. M. Shin et al. 
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Simulation studies   

§  What do we want to simulate? 

–  Single- and multi-walled CNTs 

•  Free electrons (ionised by laser or strong 
beam fields) 

 
•  Quasi-free electrons (2D Fermi gas) 

 
–  Array of many such coupled CNTs suitable for 

channelling wide (micron-scale) beams 

What do we want to simulate?

10 February 2020 Aravinda Perera 7

1. Single- and multi-walled CNTs with radially 
bound electrons: 
• existing successful solid state models of 

bulk and surface plasmon polaritons 
use restricted 2D gas (unless ionised)

2. Array of many such coupled CNTs suitable 
for channelling wide (micron-scale) beams

Can we use 
Particle-in-cell 
codes?Figure 1. (A) Transmission Electron Microscopy image of a multi-walled CNT in axial cross-

section (University of California, Berkeley), and (B) a three-dimensional model.

gradients are possible in a crystal lattice if it is radiated by a laser of 109W/cm2 power density
and 5 ps pulse length at Bragg angle, as this stimulates the Bormann anomalous transmission
[7]. However, laser beams of such low wavelengths cannot be produced in a controllable manner
up to date.
In this work we present a proposal for a proof-of-principle experiment to demonstrate channelling
acceleration in an array of parallel CNTs and present preliminary particle-in-cell (PIC)
simulations of laser and beam interaction with single CNTs. Ongoing work in the testing and
implementation of a new model of radially bound CNT wall electrons is discussed.

2. Experimental Proposal
Uncontrolled acceleration of protons in CNTs following laser irradiation was already
demonstrated [8] but controlled synchronous acceleration has not been achieved yet. Thus based
on the future outcome of the simulations, an experiment is planned in order to complete the
proof-of-principle acceleration mechanism. Currently operational beam test facilities in Europe,
such as the Versatile Electron Linear Accelerator (VELA) and the Compact Linear Accelerator
for Research and Applications (CLARA) [9, 10] at Daresbury in the UK and the CERN Linear
Electron Accelerator for Research (CLEAR) [11, 12] at CERN in Switzerland, may o↵er the
necessary beam conditions and infrastructure to carry out an experimental demonstration of
this concept. A tentative experimental beamline layout is shown in figure 2, where one can see
the typical beam diagnostics devices to characterise the beam before and after crossing the CNT
sample, and a magnetic chicane to modulate the bunch length.
The beam will be focused into the experimental CNT sample by upstream quadrupole magnets.
The CNT sample will be placed in a support/goniometer which will allow vertical and horizontal
motion, as well as rotation in the horizontal plane. The sample can thus be centred with
respect to the electron beam, and optimisation of channelling can be achieved. Then the CNTs
array will be irradiated by a tabletop femtosecond UV laser. Taking into account that metallic
CNTs e↵ectively behave as hollow plasma channels, if the photon-plasmon coupling condition is
fulfilled, electromagnetic waves in a the hollow channel can be excited. This will induce betatron
oscillations in the electrons crossing the channels and will give rise to coherent radiation in X-
ray regimes. This part of the experiment will also allow us to investigate the suitability of a
photo-excited CNT array to be used as compact X-ray source.
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2D hollow plasma PIC simulations  
§  Single channel model. Beam-driven. 

2

• Beam and CNT dimensions: parametrised as a function of  .λp

Model / parameters - CNT01_1

Lp = 10 λp

rin = 0.1 λp

rout = 0.5 λp

σr = 0.1 λp

σz = 0.1 λp

e-beam: CNT:

Qb = 33 pC

n0 = 1 × 1025 m−3

λp ≃ 10.6 μm

nb /n0 = 1.1

• Carbon ions:  

•  (single-level ionisation); 

•  ;

q = e
mC ≃ 12 mp

E0 ≃ 0.3 TV/m

plasma:

Ek0 = 1 GeV

[See A. Bonatto presentation.This workshop] 

 2D axisymmetric  
Free electron gas on CNT wall 
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2D hollow plasma PIC simulations  
§  Single channel model. Beam-driven 

4

Emin ≃ − 100 GV/m

Simulation results - CNT01_1  (  )rin ≃ 1 μm , rout ≃ 5 μm

3

• Charge density (C/m3)

Simulation results - CNT01_1  (  )rin ≃ 1 μm , rout ≃ 5 μm

• Normalised electron density ( )ne/n0

Normalized electron density (ne/n0) 

4

Emin ≃ − 100 GV/m

Simulation results - CNT01_1  (  )rin ≃ 1 μm , rout ≃ 5 μm

FBPIC 
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2D hollow plasma PIC simulations  
§  Single channel model. Beam-driven. Wall thickness scan 

6

Model / parameters - Additional points

• CNT external radius ,  

•

rout = α λp

α = 0.25 , 0.29 , 0.35
CNT01_5_1CNT01_7 CNT01_8

rout = 0.35λp ≃ 3.7 μmrout = 0.29λp ≃ 3.1 μmrout = 0.25λp ≃ 2.6 μm

Acc. gradient as a functions of the outer radius, 
 keeping an inner radius rin =0.1λp 
 

CNT external radius in units λp 

It seems that there is an optimal value for the thickness to excite the strongest Ez 
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Multi-hollow plasma simulations  

§  CNT array model, alternating hollow channels and plasma walls inside a 
vacuum chamber. 2D PIC simulations with EPOCH 

Assuming:  
Hollow radius:  20 nm 
Wall thickness: 40 nm 
Wall plasma density: n0=1025 m-3 

Driving e- beam parameters: 
Energy 200 MeV

Energy spread 1%

Bunch population 5⇥ 10

6

rms radius 168(0.1c/!p) nm

rms length 840(0.5c/!p) nm

peak density 10

25
m

�3
<latexit sha1_base64="uioQTMK98WVEj0/Mxv5Gpb6ZRmA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uioQTMK98WVEj0/Mxv5Gpb6ZRmA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uioQTMK98WVEj0/Mxv5Gpb6ZRmA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uioQTMK98WVEj0/Mxv5Gpb6ZRmA=">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</latexit>

[J. Resta-Lopez et al., IPAC2018] 

Cartesian coordinates 
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Multi-hollow plasma simulations  
§  2D PIC simulations with EPOCH 

Linear (weak) driver. For beam density nb= 0.1n0  
  

Non-linear (strong) driver. For beam density nb= n0  
 

Ez ⇡ 3 GV/m
<latexit sha1_base64="7qJTfTVN2JQ5ysFKY2Dr6jqa5+I=">AAACMHicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6jGXwSB4irsq6DEooscIJgpJCLOTjhmc2VlmeiVxieDXeFW/Rk/i1Y8QJzEHEy1oKKq6obrCWAqLvv/mTU3PzM7NZxayi0vLK6u5tfWq1YnhUOFaanMVMgtSRFBBgRKuYgNMhRIuw5vjgX95C8YKHV1gL4aGYteRaAvO0EnNXP6keUfrLI6N7tK9+zpCF41KT6s7qt/MFfyiPwT9S4IRKZARys3cV72leaIgQi6ZtbXAj7GRMoOCS+hn64mFmPEbdg01RyOmwDbS4RN9uuWUFm1r4yZCOlR/X6RMWdtTodtUDDt20huI/3oDBbWWdixAal3CDrQmUmH7sJGKKE4QIv4Tqp1IipoO2qMtYYCj7DnCuBHuL8o7zDCOruOsKyyYrOcvqe4WA78YnO8XSkej6jIkTzbJNgnIASmRM1ImFcLJA3kkT+TZe/FevXfv42d1yhvdbJAxeJ/fTn6qpA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7qJTfTVN2JQ5ysFKY2Dr6jqa5+I=">AAACMHicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6jGXwSB4irsq6DEooscIJgpJCLOTjhmc2VlmeiVxieDXeFW/Rk/i1Y8QJzEHEy1oKKq6obrCWAqLvv/mTU3PzM7NZxayi0vLK6u5tfWq1YnhUOFaanMVMgtSRFBBgRKuYgNMhRIuw5vjgX95C8YKHV1gL4aGYteRaAvO0EnNXP6keUfrLI6N7tK9+zpCF41KT6s7qt/MFfyiPwT9S4IRKZARys3cV72leaIgQi6ZtbXAj7GRMoOCS+hn64mFmPEbdg01RyOmwDbS4RN9uuWUFm1r4yZCOlR/X6RMWdtTodtUDDt20huI/3oDBbWWdixAal3CDrQmUmH7sJGKKE4QIv4Tqp1IipoO2qMtYYCj7DnCuBHuL8o7zDCOruOsKyyYrOcvqe4WA78YnO8XSkej6jIkTzbJNgnIASmRM1ImFcLJA3kkT+TZe/FevXfv42d1yhvdbJAxeJ/fTn6qpA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7qJTfTVN2JQ5ysFKY2Dr6jqa5+I=">AAACMHicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6jGXwSB4irsq6DEooscIJgpJCLOTjhmc2VlmeiVxieDXeFW/Rk/i1Y8QJzEHEy1oKKq6obrCWAqLvv/mTU3PzM7NZxayi0vLK6u5tfWq1YnhUOFaanMVMgtSRFBBgRKuYgNMhRIuw5vjgX95C8YKHV1gL4aGYteRaAvO0EnNXP6keUfrLI6N7tK9+zpCF41KT6s7qt/MFfyiPwT9S4IRKZARys3cV72leaIgQi6ZtbXAj7GRMoOCS+hn64mFmPEbdg01RyOmwDbS4RN9uuWUFm1r4yZCOlR/X6RMWdtTodtUDDt20huI/3oDBbWWdixAal3CDrQmUmH7sJGKKE4QIv4Tqp1IipoO2qMtYYCj7DnCuBHuL8o7zDCOruOsKyyYrOcvqe4WA78YnO8XSkej6jIkTzbJNgnIASmRM1ImFcLJA3kkT+TZe/FevXfv42d1yhvdbJAxeJ/fTn6qpA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7qJTfTVN2JQ5ysFKY2Dr6jqa5+I=">AAACMHicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6jGXwSB4irsq6DEooscIJgpJCLOTjhmc2VlmeiVxieDXeFW/Rk/i1Y8QJzEHEy1oKKq6obrCWAqLvv/mTU3PzM7NZxayi0vLK6u5tfWq1YnhUOFaanMVMgtSRFBBgRKuYgNMhRIuw5vjgX95C8YKHV1gL4aGYteRaAvO0EnNXP6keUfrLI6N7tK9+zpCF41KT6s7qt/MFfyiPwT9S4IRKZARys3cV72leaIgQi6ZtbXAj7GRMoOCS+hn64mFmPEbdg01RyOmwDbS4RN9uuWUFm1r4yZCOlR/X6RMWdtTodtUDDt20huI/3oDBbWWdixAal3CDrQmUmH7sJGKKE4QIv4Tqp1IipoO2qMtYYCj7DnCuBHuL8o7zDCOruOsKyyYrOcvqe4WA78YnO8XSkej6jIkTzbJNgnIASmRM1ImFcLJA3kkT+TZe/FevXfv42d1yhvdbJAxeJ/fTn6qpA==</latexit>

Ez ⇡ 40 GV/m
<latexit sha1_base64="fNyRVHp5tEcKe9Foi9ydjvat2AY=">AAACMnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6lGEwSB4irsS0GNQRI8RTBRMCLOTTjJkZmeZ6ZXEJV78Gq/qz+hNvPoN4iTmoNGChqKqG6orjKWw6Psv3tT0zOzcfGYhu7i0vLKaW1uvWp0YDhWupTZXIbMgRQQVFCjhKjbAVCjhMuweD/3LGzBW6OgC+zHUFWtHoiU4Qyc1clsnjfR2UGNxbHSPFv27GkIPjUpPq3tq0Mjl/YI/Av1LgjHJkzHKjdxnral5oiBCLpm114EfYz1lBgWXMMjWEgsx413WhmtHI6bA1tPRGwO645QmbWnjJkI6Un9epExZ21eh21QMO3bSG4r/ekMFtZb2V4DUuoQdaE6kwtZhPRVRnCBE/DtUK5EUNR32R5vCAEfZd4RxI9xflHeYYRxdy1lXWDBZz19S3S8EfiE4L+ZLR+PqMmSTbJNdEpADUiJnpEwqhJN78kAeyZP37L16b9779+qUN77ZIL/gfXwBdaSrwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fNyRVHp5tEcKe9Foi9ydjvat2AY=">AAACMnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6lGEwSB4irsS0GNQRI8RTBRMCLOTTjJkZmeZ6ZXEJV78Gq/qz+hNvPoN4iTmoNGChqKqG6orjKWw6Psv3tT0zOzcfGYhu7i0vLKaW1uvWp0YDhWupTZXIbMgRQQVFCjhKjbAVCjhMuweD/3LGzBW6OgC+zHUFWtHoiU4Qyc1clsnjfR2UGNxbHSPFv27GkIPjUpPq3tq0Mjl/YI/Av1LgjHJkzHKjdxnral5oiBCLpm114EfYz1lBgWXMMjWEgsx413WhmtHI6bA1tPRGwO645QmbWnjJkI6Un9epExZ21eh21QMO3bSG4r/ekMFtZb2V4DUuoQdaE6kwtZhPRVRnCBE/DtUK5EUNR32R5vCAEfZd4RxI9xflHeYYRxdy1lXWDBZz19S3S8EfiE4L+ZLR+PqMmSTbJNdEpADUiJnpEwqhJN78kAeyZP37L16b9779+qUN77ZIL/gfXwBdaSrwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fNyRVHp5tEcKe9Foi9ydjvat2AY=">AAACMnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6lGEwSB4irsS0GNQRI8RTBRMCLOTTjJkZmeZ6ZXEJV78Gq/qz+hNvPoN4iTmoNGChqKqG6orjKWw6Psv3tT0zOzcfGYhu7i0vLKaW1uvWp0YDhWupTZXIbMgRQQVFCjhKjbAVCjhMuweD/3LGzBW6OgC+zHUFWtHoiU4Qyc1clsnjfR2UGNxbHSPFv27GkIPjUpPq3tq0Mjl/YI/Av1LgjHJkzHKjdxnral5oiBCLpm114EfYz1lBgWXMMjWEgsx413WhmtHI6bA1tPRGwO645QmbWnjJkI6Un9epExZ21eh21QMO3bSG4r/ekMFtZb2V4DUuoQdaE6kwtZhPRVRnCBE/DtUK5EUNR32R5vCAEfZd4RxI9xflHeYYRxdy1lXWDBZz19S3S8EfiE4L+ZLR+PqMmSTbJNdEpADUiJnpEwqhJN78kAeyZP37L16b9779+qUN77ZIL/gfXwBdaSrwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fNyRVHp5tEcKe9Foi9ydjvat2AY=">AAACMnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6lGEwSB4irsS0GNQRI8RTBRMCLOTTjJkZmeZ6ZXEJV78Gq/qz+hNvPoN4iTmoNGChqKqG6orjKWw6Psv3tT0zOzcfGYhu7i0vLKaW1uvWp0YDhWupTZXIbMgRQQVFCjhKjbAVCjhMuweD/3LGzBW6OgC+zHUFWtHoiU4Qyc1clsnjfR2UGNxbHSPFv27GkIPjUpPq3tq0Mjl/YI/Av1LgjHJkzHKjdxnral5oiBCLpm114EfYz1lBgWXMMjWEgsx413WhmtHI6bA1tPRGwO645QmbWnjJkI6Un9epExZ21eh21QMO3bSG4r/ekMFtZb2V4DUuoQdaE6kwtZhPRVRnCBE/DtUK5EUNR32R5vCAEfZd4RxI9xflHeYYRxdy1lXWDBZz19S3S8EfiE4L+ZLR+PqMmSTbJNdEpADUiJnpEwqhJN78kAeyZP37L16b9779+qUN77ZIL/gfXwBdaSrwQ==</latexit>

Assuming:  
Hollow radius:  20 nm 
Wall thickness: 40 nm 
Wall plasma density: n0=1025 m-3 
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Multi-hollow plasma simulations  

§  For beam density nb= n0 

Benchmarking: 
2D PIC simulations with VSim 

Ez ⇡ 40 GV/m
<latexit sha1_base64="fNyRVHp5tEcKe9Foi9ydjvat2AY=">AAACMnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6lGEwSB4irsS0GNQRI8RTBRMCLOTTjJkZmeZ6ZXEJV78Gq/qz+hNvPoN4iTmoNGChqKqG6orjKWw6Psv3tT0zOzcfGYhu7i0vLKaW1uvWp0YDhWupTZXIbMgRQQVFCjhKjbAVCjhMuweD/3LGzBW6OgC+zHUFWtHoiU4Qyc1clsnjfR2UGNxbHSPFv27GkIPjUpPq3tq0Mjl/YI/Av1LgjHJkzHKjdxnral5oiBCLpm114EfYz1lBgWXMMjWEgsx413WhmtHI6bA1tPRGwO645QmbWnjJkI6Un9epExZ21eh21QMO3bSG4r/ekMFtZb2V4DUuoQdaE6kwtZhPRVRnCBE/DtUK5EUNR32R5vCAEfZd4RxI9xflHeYYRxdy1lXWDBZz19S3S8EfiE4L+ZLR+PqMmSTbJNdEpADUiJnpEwqhJN78kAeyZP37L16b9779+qUN77ZIL/gfXwBdaSrwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fNyRVHp5tEcKe9Foi9ydjvat2AY=">AAACMnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6lGEwSB4irsS0GNQRI8RTBRMCLOTTjJkZmeZ6ZXEJV78Gq/qz+hNvPoN4iTmoNGChqKqG6orjKWw6Psv3tT0zOzcfGYhu7i0vLKaW1uvWp0YDhWupTZXIbMgRQQVFCjhKjbAVCjhMuweD/3LGzBW6OgC+zHUFWtHoiU4Qyc1clsnjfR2UGNxbHSPFv27GkIPjUpPq3tq0Mjl/YI/Av1LgjHJkzHKjdxnral5oiBCLpm114EfYz1lBgWXMMjWEgsx413WhmtHI6bA1tPRGwO645QmbWnjJkI6Un9epExZ21eh21QMO3bSG4r/ekMFtZb2V4DUuoQdaE6kwtZhPRVRnCBE/DtUK5EUNR32R5vCAEfZd4RxI9xflHeYYRxdy1lXWDBZz19S3S8EfiE4L+ZLR+PqMmSTbJNdEpADUiJnpEwqhJN78kAeyZP37L16b9779+qUN77ZIL/gfXwBdaSrwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fNyRVHp5tEcKe9Foi9ydjvat2AY=">AAACMnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6lGEwSB4irsS0GNQRI8RTBRMCLOTTjJkZmeZ6ZXEJV78Gq/qz+hNvPoN4iTmoNGChqKqG6orjKWw6Psv3tT0zOzcfGYhu7i0vLKaW1uvWp0YDhWupTZXIbMgRQQVFCjhKjbAVCjhMuweD/3LGzBW6OgC+zHUFWtHoiU4Qyc1clsnjfR2UGNxbHSPFv27GkIPjUpPq3tq0Mjl/YI/Av1LgjHJkzHKjdxnral5oiBCLpm114EfYz1lBgWXMMjWEgsx413WhmtHI6bA1tPRGwO645QmbWnjJkI6Un9epExZ21eh21QMO3bSG4r/ekMFtZb2V4DUuoQdaE6kwtZhPRVRnCBE/DtUK5EUNR32R5vCAEfZd4RxI9xflHeYYRxdy1lXWDBZz19S3S8EfiE4L+ZLR+PqMmSTbJNdEpADUiJnpEwqhJN78kAeyZP37L16b9779+qUN77ZIL/gfXwBdaSrwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fNyRVHp5tEcKe9Foi9ydjvat2AY=">AAACMnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6lGEwSB4irsS0GNQRI8RTBRMCLOTTjJkZmeZ6ZXEJV78Gq/qz+hNvPoN4iTmoNGChqKqG6orjKWw6Psv3tT0zOzcfGYhu7i0vLKaW1uvWp0YDhWupTZXIbMgRQQVFCjhKjbAVCjhMuweD/3LGzBW6OgC+zHUFWtHoiU4Qyc1clsnjfR2UGNxbHSPFv27GkIPjUpPq3tq0Mjl/YI/Av1LgjHJkzHKjdxnral5oiBCLpm114EfYz1lBgWXMMjWEgsx413WhmtHI6bA1tPRGwO645QmbWnjJkI6Un9epExZ21eh21QMO3bSG4r/ekMFtZb2V4DUuoQdaE6kwtZhPRVRnCBE/DtUK5EUNR32R5vCAEfZd4RxI9xflHeYYRxdy1lXWDBZz19S3S8EfiE4L+ZLR+PqMmSTbJNdEpADUiJnpEwqhJN78kAeyZP37L16b9779+qUN77ZIL/gfXwBdaSrwQ==</latexit>

Energy gain = 5.6 MeV 
Assuming:  
Hollow radius:  20 nm 
Wall thickness: 40 nm 
Wall plasma density: n0=1025 m-3 
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Multi-hollow plasma simulations  

§  For beam density nb= n0. 2D PIC simulations with EPOCH  

Transverse phase space. CNT array vs. uniform plasma 

•  CNTs can efficiently cool the transverse phase space of channelled beam 
particles in a similar way to natural crystals  

 
•  Focusing and collimation by transverse fields generated from the oscillating 

surface plasmon  
 

CNT array Uniform plasma 
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Multi-hollow plasma simulations  
§  More recent simulations.  

rin = 40 nm

rout = 80 nm

kpσr = 0.1
kpσz = 0.5

e-beam: CNT:

Qb = 0.6 pC

n0 = 1 × 1025 m−3

nb /n0 = 1

plasma:

Ek0 = 0.2 GeV

Model / parameters - CNT03 - Concentric 40 nm CNTs

• Multiple CNTs evenly spaced (wall thickness = gap = ):40 nm

[See A. Bonatto presentation.This workshop] 

Azimuthal symmetry 
Concentric 40 nm CNTs 
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Multi-hollow plasma simulations  
§  More recent simulations.  [See A. Bonatto presentation.This workshop] 

Emin ≃ − 2.5 GV/m

Model / parameters - CNT03 - Concentric 40 nm CNTs

Emin ≃ − 2.5 GV/m

Model / parameters - CNT03 - Concentric 40 nm CNTs

Emin ≃ − 2.5 GV/m

Model / parameters - CNT03 - Concentric 40 nm CNTs

FBPIC 
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Towards CNT arrays 

§  Existing 2D and 3D PIC codes are either 
–   Cartesian 
–   Cylindrically symmetric (no good for azimuthal modes) 
–   3D Fourier-Bessel cylindrical grids about single axis (no good for arrays) 

§  If CNT walls are ionised: 
–  Best choice: Cartesian 3D codes (quasi-static may be good enough for co-

propagating electrostatic modes) 
 

§  If CNT walls are unionised:  
–  existing 3D PIC codes must be adapted to simulate bound electrons on multiple 

embedded 2D cylinders 
–  Best choice: Cartesian 3D codes (probably) 
–  we have modified the 3D EPOCH code to model nanotube wall electrons as 

plasma in a static positive “jellium” background 
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3D semi-rigid wall CNT model 
§   Preliminary simulation results. EPOCH 
Preliminary Simulation results

10 February 2020 Aravinda Perera 19

Free

Quasi-free

Isotropically free electrons  

Anisotropic (quasi-free) electrons 
Electron currents in 
walls restricted to 
longitudinal and 
azimuthal directions 
(unless fully ionized) 

[See A. Perera’s poster for 
details. This workshop] 
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3D CNT array model 
§   Based on multi-walled CNTs 1.1. Dimensions and Density

- some preliminary calculations
require knowledge about the
typical CNT dimensions;

Figure 1.2 Single CNT with 10 layers
layers.

Figure 1.3 A CNT unit which can be
used to build an array.

3 / 17

CNT array unit (square packing)  

Calculated density ~ 1028 atoms/m3 

1. General aspects

- there is plenty of information about the morphology and dimensions
of the carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as for example [1];
- the most stable configuration is reached for an inner diameter of
1.35 nm;

Figure 1.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy image of a multi-walled CNT in axial
cross-section (Berkeley University), and a three-dimensional model (Wikipedia)

2 / 17

z 

y 
x 

Discrete cell unit  

PIConGPU code 
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Test beam facilities 
§  Where a proof-of-concept might be performed (tbd). For example  
 Parameter CLEAR (CERN) CLARA (DL) FLASHForward 

(DESY)* 
PITZ (DESY) 

Energy  200 MeV 250 MeV 400-600 MeV 21.5 MeV 

Energy spread  < ±2% ±1% 0.2% - 

Trans. norm. 
emittance (rms) 

< 20 mm-mrad ≤ 1 mm-mrad x/y ~2.5/5 mm 
mrad 

0.37 mm mrad  

Bunch length (rms) < 0.75 ps 0.1-0.25 ps 
(short pulse) 

4 µm (12 fs) 14.5 ps 

Bunch charge 0.6 nC 0.1-0.25 nC  0.2-0.3 nC 0.1 nC 

Peak bunch density  ~1021 m-3 <~ 1022 m-3 ~1024 m-3 ~1018 m-3 

Bunch spacing  0.667 ns -- < 1 µs - 

Nb. of bunches 1-32-226 1 - - 

Repetition rate [0.8, 5] Hz 10 Hz 1-10 Hz (macro) 
0.04-3 MHz (micro) 

 

10 Hz 

* EuPRAXIA, LWFA type beam parameters: 1 GeV case 
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Experimental layout 

§  Phase 1: Beam-driven 
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Experimental layout 

§  Phase 2: Laser-driven 

Investigate the tunability of a photo-excited CNT array to be used as compact X-ray source  
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Summary and perspective 

§  The use of solid nano-structures may open new possibilities to obtain high 
particle acceleration gradients beyond those provided by standard RF 

 
§  Assuming plasma wakefield excited by a driving bunch, preliminary 

simulation results show the possibility of obtaining longitudinal electric 
accelerating gradients > 10 GV/m  

§  Channelling and efficient cooling of transverse phase space  
 
§  New test beam facilities, such as CLEAR, CLARA, FLASHForward, etc. 

might offer the opportunity to carry out  proof-of-concept tests of CNT based 
wakefield acceleration  

§  CNT structures open up exciting new avenues for compact particle 
acceleration and radiation sources  
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Future plan 

§  Simulation of multiple CNTs to investigate fields in CNT arrays 

§  Study of coupled-CNT operation 

§  Optimization studies of wall-thickness, nanotube radius crystalline geometry 
and array properties 

§  Establish a detailed experimental plan, considering available test beam 
facilities 

§  Collaborations 
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Special thanks to  
Cristian Bontoiu, Volodymyr Rodin, Carsten P. Welsch, 

University of Liverpool 
 

Alex Bonatto, Guoxing Xia, 
University of Manchester 

Thank you  
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Backup slides 
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2D hollow plasma PIC simulations  
§  Single channel model. Beam-driven. Reduced thickness 

5

• Reduced wall thickness:

Lp = 10 λp
rin = 0.1 λp

rout = 0.15 λp

σr = 0.1 λp

σz = 0.1 λp

e-beam: CNT:

Qb = 33 pC

n0 = 1 × 1025 m−3

λp ≃ 10.6 μm

nb /n0 = 1.1
E0 ≃ 0.3 TV/m

plasma:

Ek0 = 1 GeV

Model / parameters - CNT01_2
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2D hollow plasma PIC simulations  
§  Single channel model. Beam-driven. Reduced thickness 

6

• Charge density (C/m3)

• Normalised electron density ( )ne/n0

Simulation results - CNT01_2  (  )rin ≃ 1 μm , rout ≃ 1.6 μm

7

Simulation results - CNT01_2  (  )rin ≃ 1 μm , rout ≃ 1.6 μm

Emin ≃ − 40 GV/m

7

Simulation results - CNT01_2  (  )rin ≃ 1 μm , rout ≃ 1.6 μm

Emin ≃ − 40 GV/m

7

Simulation results - CNT01_2  (  )rin ≃ 1 μm , rout ≃ 1.6 μm

Emin ≃ − 40 GV/m

Normalized electron density (ne/n0) 

FBPIC 
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3D CNT array model 
§   Dimensions and density 

- with the C=C bond length taken as a = 0.1425 nm the atoms density
can be calculated if one chooses an axial unit 3a long;

Figure 1.4 Distribution of Carbon atoms around
the tube.

Figure 1.5 View of the Carbon
atoms distributed in hexagons.

4 / 17
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3D CNT array model 
§   Dimensions and density 

- volume of the inner tube is:

V = 2p
D

i

2
t ⇥ 3a = 0.181nm

3 (1.1)

- density of atoms:

r =
64 atoms

0.181nm

3 = 352.988 ⇥ 1027 atoms

m

3 (1.2)

- all 10 layers have a volume of v = 1.135 nm3 and they contain

v ⇥ r = 400.646 atoms (1.3)

which yields a scaled down density of:

400.646 atoms

v

= 13.559 ⇥ 1027 atoms

m

3 (1.4)

5 / 17
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Scattering studies 
§  3D array of CNT made of usual Carbon 
§  Tube radius – 50 nm 
§  Wall thickness – 20 nm                
§  Length – 2 µm 
§  Steps inside volume < 2 nm 
§  Geant4 QGSP BIC + EmDNA model 
  FLASHForward CLARA PITZ 

(Hexagonal packing) 


